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Refer to the process below to use 1:1 Pro Translation.

01. Request estimate 02. Payment 03. Start translation 04. Request revision 05. Approve/Reject



After logging onto the Flitto website, click 1:1 Pro Translation at the top.1
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Click Request now2
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Enter text or upload a file and click the Next button.3 Select the languages for translation and click the Next button.4

If you enter text, the maximum length is 5,000 characters per inquiry. If you upload 
a file, the maximum file size is 50MB. You may only upload 1 file per inquiry. If you 
have multiple files to translate, you can either merge them into one file or make 
separate inquiries for each file and request an estimate. (You will be able to upload 
multiple files in the future.)
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Set the desired deadline and select a translator to request an 
estimate from.

5 Check your request once more before asking for an 
estimate, then click Request for estimate.
(If you are not a member, you will have to register 
first.)
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Enter the e-mail address and phone number where you want to receive notifications when an estimate arrives.7
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02. Payment

When an estimate arrives, click the alert (bell icon) to check the estimate, then make a payment.8

You can also click the box icon (storage box), go to “In Progress” in the middle of the screen, and then click the requests 
that are shown under “Requests” to see the estimates that have arrived.
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03. Payment/Start translation

Once you make a payment, the translation will begin. You can chat with the translator through the Flitto app and website.9

If you install the app, you can 
chat with the translator in real 
time when you’re on the go.

Personal information requests will result in restrictions 
according to Terms and Services. 
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04. Request revision

When the translation is uploaded, you will receive a notification. Review the uploaded translation, and if it requires a revision, click the 
Revision Request button.
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Notes for requesting a revision: You can request a revision within 7 days after the 
translation is uploaded. However, if you do not reject the translation, it will be 
automatically approved. Even if you request a revision, keep in mind that the 
translation will still be automatically approved, even if the revision is not uploaded 
before the automatic approval date. Please make sure to ask the translator to upload 
the incomplete revision in advance. If an incomplete revision is uploaded, then you 
must make another request for revision so that the translator can upload the 
completed revision. The translation will be automatically approved 7 days after the 
new translation is uploaded. Please be advised that you can no longer request 
revisions once the translation is automatically approved, so make sure to review and 
make a request for additional revisions or give your final approval before the deadline.
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05. Approve/Reject

앱을 설치하시면 외부에서도
번역가와 실시간 채팅이 가능합니다.

If there is no problem with the translation, click Approval.11
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05. Approve/Reject

If there is a serious issue that cannot be resolved with a revision, click Reject approval. Flitto’s Inspection Team will then review the 
translation and determine whether or not you are eligible for a refund.
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If you have any questions while using 

Flitto’s Pro Translation service,

please contact help@flitto.com.

Customer Service Center Hours

Weekdays 10:00 AM - 7:00 PM 

Lunch 1:00 PM - 2:00 PM


